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Abstract: Multi-criteria decision making Analytical Network Process Approach (ANP) is used in selection of 

Rapid Prototyping technology for University/Institute for performing research work because buyer may has low 

degree of experience in decision making with respect to machines. A frame work is developed by considering 

qualitative and quantitative attributes in the selection of rapid prototyping machine. This paper represents the 

relationship among the qualitative and quantitative attributes. For validity of framework a Sensitivity analysis is 

also done to analyse the effect of weight age which may be varies according to expert experience. 
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I. Introduction 
Rapid prototyping processes belongs to the generative or additive production processes. In contrast to 

abrasive or subtractive processes such as lathing, milling, drilling, grinding, eroding, and so forth in which the 

form is shaped by removing material, in rapid prototyping the components is formed by joining volume 

elements.  

In strict sense, rapid prototyping process are therefore 21/2D process that is stacked up 2D contours 

with constant thickness. The layer is shaped in x-y plane two dimensionally. The third dimension results from 

single layers being stacked up on top of each other, but not as a continuous z- coordinate. The models are 

therefore three dimensional parts, very exact on the build plane x-y direction and owing to the described 

procedure the stepped in the z- direction whereby the smaller the z- stepping is, the more the model looks like 

the original.  

The special characteristic features of rapid prototyping processes are that the physical models are 

produced directly from computer data. In principle it is thereby unimportant where the data are provided long as 

they describe a 3D volume completely. Data from CAD design, from the processing of measurements and 

reverse engineering or other measurements computer tomography (CT), magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) 

may be used equally well. 

 

 
Fig. 1.Generalized illustration of data flow in RP (after Gebhardt, 2003) 
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1.1 Steps in RP Technology 

1.1.1. Design and development of CAD model 

1.1.2. Slicing the CAD model  

1.1.3. Sliced thin layers saved in .STL file format. 

1.1.4. Define support 

1.1.5. Start model for printing in z direction according to defined orientation, thickness, speed, flow rate etc. 

1.1.6. Post processing/finishing and the joining processes. 

 

1.2. The STL Format 

1.2.1. The STL is an abbreviation for “Standard Triangular Language”. 

1.2.2. Through this software, the developed CAD model is converted into the form of millions of small 

triangles. 

1.2.3. This later helps in storing and conversion of data. 

 

1.3 Major RP Technology 

1.3.1 LOM Laminated object manufacturing in which material is filled layer by layer. 

1.3.2 SLA (Stereo lithography technique ) 

1.3.3 FDM (Fused deposition modeling). 

1.3.4 SLS  (Selective laser sintering)  

1.3.5 Thermo jet process. 

1.3.6 3D Printing 

1.3.7 Ballistic Particle Manufacturing (BPM) 

Some of the technologies are discussed here. 

 

1.4. Fused Deposition Modelling 

Scott Crump president and CEO of Stratasys developed the fused deposition Modelling Technology in 

1988 and patent was awarded in the US in 1992. In this technology thermal energy source is used to melt the 

feed wire of raw material at the nozzle tip. In this a spool of thermoplastic filament is fed through roller in to a 

heated FDM extruded head the x and y movement are controlled by a computer so that the exact outline of each 

section of the prototype is obtained. The nozzle is moved over the base plate as the feed wire passes through the 

nozzle it melts only to harden again immediately as it touches the layer below. 

 

 
Fig. 2.Process of Fused Deposition Modelling (Source: IJAET, Vol.II, 2011, pp-.435-448) 

 

1.5. Selective Laser Sintering 

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) developed by Carl Deckard at University of Texas. SLS was patented 

in 1989. In this technology a laser energy source is used to fuse powder materials such as nylon, elastomeric, 

metal in to a solid object. Laser energy source fused powder in required pattern on the platform, than this 

platform lowered according to layer thickness, after that a roller is used to maintained the new layer  level of 

powder on first layer now regain laser energy is used to  sintered the powder on first layer in required pattern. In 

this way process is repeated until whole parts is completed. 
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Fig. 3.Process of Selective Laser Sintering (Source: IJAET, Vol.II, 2011, pp-.435-448) 

 

1.6. Three Dimension Printing 

Three dimensional printing invented and patented at the Massachusetts Institute of technology (MIT). Z 

Corporation first developed and commercialized its printer Z 402 based on three dimensional printing 

Technologies. Three dimensional printing similar to SLS but in this technology at the place of Laser Source a 

layer of resin is used. In this technology first collect powder of required material with specific grain size and 

spread it on the table and after that layer of powder levelled by roller according to required thickness, than a 

layer of resin spray through nozzle in given pattern, then table lowered according to thickness of layer, then 

regain a layer of powder spread on it and rolled, levelled and spray resin by head in required pattern to stick 

powder with lowered layer. In similar way this process is repeated until the parts is completed. 

 

 
Fig.4. Process of three dimensional printing (Source: IJAET, Vol.II, 2011, pp-.435-448) 

 

II. Analytical Network Process 
The selection of rapid prototyping machine is very complex task due a lot of models with different 

attributes are available in the market. So due to lack of low previous experience about technology and high 

machine cost it is very difficult to select machine. In this paper A Frame work is developed by considering some 

specific criteria and used ANP approach for selection. 

A researchers had used a Frame work by considering criteria like Price, Office friendliness, item 

characteristics, variety, cost and time and had applied AHP Techniques for decision making on 20 various 

models  for ranking [1]. 

One researches had used A Frame work by considering criteria low cost, short lead time, better 

accuracy , good surface finish, sufficient strength ,Aesthetic and sub criteria like Shape complexity, material 
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,surface finish, dimensional accuracy and layer thickness  for rapid tooling selection for metal casting using 

QFD-ANP methodology [2]. 

One researches had given a comparison on rapid tooling techniques based on tool life, tool 

development life and cost of tool development [3]. 

 

2.1. Analytic Network Processes (ANP) 

Thomas L. Saaty (born 1926 in Mosul, Iraq) is an American mathematician Professor at the University 

of Pittsburgh. He is the inventor, architect, and primary theoretician of AHP, a decision-making framework used 

for large-scale, multiparty, multi criteria decision analysis, and of ANP, Its generalization to decisions with 

dependence and feedback. 

The Analytic Network Process (ANP) is a general theory of relative measurement used to drive 

composite priority ratio scales from individual ratio scales that represent relative measurement of the influence 

of elements that interact with respect to control criteria. Through its super matrix whose elements are themselves 

matrices of column priorities? The ANP captures the outcome of dependence and feedback within and between 

clusters of elements. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) with its dependence assumptions on clusters and 

elements is a special case of the ANP. The ANP provides a general framework to deal with decisions without 

making assumptions about the independence of higher level elements from lower level elements, and about the 

independence of the elements within a level. In fact the ANP uses a network without the need to specify level as 

in a hierarchy. 

 

ANP is a Coupling of two parts. 

(1) The First consist of a control hierarchy on network of criteria and sub criteria that control the 

interactions. 

(2) The Second is a network of influence among the elements and clusters. The network varies from 

criteria to criteria and a different super matrix of limiting influence is computed for each control criteria.  

 

2.2. Comparison AHP and ANP 

The AHP consists of one goal, some criteria and alternatives, which are arranged in a hierarchy 

structure where the lower level elements influence on higher level elements. 

 

 
Fig.5. Hierarchy Structure of AHP 

 

Many decision problems cannot be structured in a hierarchy because they involve dependence between 

the alternatives, dependences of the criteria that belong to a same level or dependence of higher level elements 

on lower level elements, besides the mentioned relation. This concern motivated Thomas Saaty to develop the 

ANP, which makes possible a natural development of the problem because it does not impose a structure a 

network can be extended in all directions. 
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Fig.6.Network Structure of ANP 

 

The Analytic Network Process (ANP) methodology has been selected to find the Organizational Performance.  

 

III. Methodology 
The Analytic Network Process (ANP) methodology has been used to find the Organizational Performance. The 

various steps involved are discussed below. 

 

Step1: Model development and problem formulation 

ANP model has been developed based on the criteria identified. The criteria have been classified in to 

various levels for instance determinants, dimensions, and enablers. Generally the higher level criteria or the 

determinants play a crucial role in strategic decision making thus the criteria of customer perspective, financial 

perspective, market competitiveness, and social responsibility of measurement of organizational performance 

are grouped in higher level. In middle level criteria are named as dimensions, these are market response, cost 

control, information driver, and corporate social responsibility. The third level criteria in the ANP model are 

termed as enablers. The enablers supports the respective dimensional criteria as well as other enablers hence 

interdependencies persist in among the enablers. The developed model in accordance to other models found in 

the literature (Meade and Sarkis, 1999; Jharkharia and Shankar, 2007). 

 

Step2: Pair-wise comparison matrices between component/attribute levels. 

The Fundamental Scale used for the judgments is given in table. Judgments are first given verbally as 

indicated in the scale and then a corresponding number is associated with that judgment. The vector of priorities 

is the principal eigenvector of the matrix. This vector give the relative priority of the criteria measured on a ratio 

scale. That is, these priorities are unique to within multiplication by a positive constant. However, if one ensures 

that they sum to one they are then unique and belong to a scale of absolute numbers.    

 

Table 1.  Saaty‟s Scale (1980) 
Fundamental Scale 

1    equal importance 

3     moderate importance of one over another 

5     strong or essential importance 

7     very strong or demonstrated importance 

9     extreme importance 

2,4,6,8 intermediate values 

Use reciprocals for inverse comparisons 

   

Pair-wise comparison matrix 

 

                                              A= 

𝑎11 𝑎12 ⋯ 𝑎1𝑛
𝑎21 𝑎22 … 𝑎2𝑛
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝑎𝑛1 𝑎𝑛2 ⋯ 𝑎𝑛𝑛

  N is counted for the hierarchy of matrix. aij 
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The principal diagonal contains all comparisons of an alternative with itself. 

1    

 1   

  1  

   1 

Principal diagonal of a comparison matrix 

 

To fill up the upper triangular matrix is using the following rules. 

1. If the judgment value is on the left side of 1, we put the actual judgment value. 

2. If the judgment value is on the right side of 1, we put the reciprocal judgment value 

 

Step 3: Standardization of the pair wise comparison matrix 

A1=
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Step 4: Calculate the W of the eigenvector and the λmax of the eigenvalue 
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Step 5: Calculate Consistency Ratio 

CI =
1



n

nMAX
, and CR=

RI

CI
 

 

Step6: Super matrix formation and analysis 

The super-matrix allows for a resolution of interdependencies that exist among the elements of a 

system. It is a partitioned matrix where each sub-matrix is composed of a set of relationships between and 

within the levels as represented by the decision-maker‟s model. The super-matrix M, may be prepared for the 

relative importance measures for each of the enablers for the customer perspective determinant. The elements of 

the super-matrix have been imported from the comparison matrices of interdependencies. 

In the next stage, the super-matrix is made to converge to obtain a long-term stable set of weights. For 

convergence to occur, the super-matrix needs to be column stochastic. In other words, the sum of each column 

of the super-matrix needs to be one. Raising the super-matrix to the power 2
k+1,

 where k is an arbitrarily large 

number, allows convergence. 

 

Step7 Selection of best alternative 

The desirability index Dia can be calculated for defined alternatives „i‟ and determinant „a‟ according to   

Meade and Sarkis, 1999. 
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Where jaP is the relative significant weightage  of  dimensions  „j‟ on the defined determinant „ a‟, 

D

kjaA  is the relative importance weight for attribute enabler  „k‟, dimension „j‟ and determinant „a‟ for the 

dependency (D) relationships between enabler‟s component levels, 
I

kjaA  is the stabilized relative importance 

weight for attribute enabler „k‟ of „j‟ dimension in the determinant „a‟ for interdependency (I) relationships 

within the attribute enabler‟s component level, ikjaS  is the relative impact of  alternatives „i‟ on  attribute 

enabler „k‟ of dimension  „j‟ for determinant „a‟. 

jaK  is the index set of attribute enablers for dimension „j‟ of the determinant „a‟, ‟J‟ is the index set for the 

dimension ‟j‟. 

iaD  is the Desirability index and their normalized values Dian for the compatibility determinant „a‟, aC  is 

comparison of determinants. 

O
a

a

iai CDWI   

Normalized weightage Index = 

 i

i

OWI

OWI
column. 

ANP as a crucial tool, it is necessary to identify its advantages and disadvantages fitting this research, 

Ravi, Ravi and Tiwari(2005) summarized the advantages and the disadvantages of ANP as follows(Ravi et 

al.,2005). 

 

 The pair-wise comparisons under consideration can only be performed subjectively, and hence the accuracy 

of their results depends on the expertise of the expert involved in the area concerned. 

 

IV. Decision Making Frame Work 

 
Fig. 7.ANP Based Model for selection of best Alternative RP Technology 
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V. Conclusion & Future Work 
In this paper a framework is developed   by considering three rapid prototyping technologies. An ANP 

methodology is adopted for decision making through ranking.  In future the pair wise comparison matrices will 

be developed for determinants, dimensions, enablers, alternatives. This methodology integrates various 

determinants, dimensions, enablers and alternatives and also gives their relationships and interdependencies 

along hierarchies by considering quantitative as well as qualitative characteristics. The sensitivity analysis and 

normalization will be done to find the best alternate. 
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